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Wall-pressure-array measurements beneath a separating Õreattaching
flow region
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A database of wall-pressure-array measurements was compiled for studying the space–time
character of the surface-pressure field within a separating/reattaching flow region. The experimental
setup consisted of a long splitter plate located within the wake of a fence and instrumented with an
array of flush-mounted microphones. Data were acquired for a Reynolds number of 7900, based on
the fence height above the splitter plate. Two distinctive regions, defined based on their location
relative to the position of the mean reattachment point (xr) of the shear layer, emerged from this
investigation. Upstream, from the fence to 0.25xr , the surface-pressure signature was dominated by
large time scale disturbances and an upstream convection velocity of 0.21U` . Beyond 0.25xr ,
turbulent structures with smaller time scales and a downstream convection velocity of 0.57U`

generated most of the pressure fluctuations. Interestingly, the low-frequency wall-pressure signature
typically associated with the flapping of the separated shear layer was found to be composed of
standing and downstream/upstream propagating wave components. The latter seemed to originate
from a point near the middle of the reattachment zone, suggesting the existence of an absolute
instability of therecirculation bubble, which may be the cause of the flapping of the shear layer.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1540633#
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INTRODUCTION

Separating/reattaching flows produce large pressure
tuations on the underlying surface. These fluctuations
cause significant vibration of the surface and subsequ
generation of noise. To predict and/or control such vibrat
and noise effects one needs to understand the spatiotem
character of the surface-pressure field. The present study
dresses this issue through the use of a wall-microphone a
to resolve the surface-pressure field both spatially and t
porally in a basic separating/reattaching flow geometry. T
provides further contribution to the bulk of the literature
this area, which has been primarily based on only one
two-point measurements.

The flow geometry investigated consists of a splitt
plate attached to, and downstream of, a fence that is per
dicular to the flow, as shown in Fig. 1. This model was us
because it has a separation bubble that is elongated in
streamwise~x! direction, and hence the development of t
wall-pressure field within the bubble can be resolved pr
erly using a sensor array with intersensor spacing that is
too small to realize. This also enabled measurements as c
to the fence as 0.023xr , thus resolving a flow region that i
typically not captured in the literature. Furthermore, in th
geometry the boundary layer thickness is much smaller t
the fence~step! height, and therefore the boundary layer d
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tails have minimal effect on the flow field within the rea
tachment zone.

Cherryet al.1 made two-point unsteady surface pressu
measurements in a separating/reattaching flow region. T
test model geometry was a blunt-face splitter plate, which
similar in nature to the splitter-plate-with-fence geomet
They demonstrated the convective nature of the surfa
pressure imprint associated with the downstream motion
the shear layer structures through cross-correlation ana
between two signals from microphones spaced apart in
streamwise direction. Cherryet al.1 also observed low- and
high-frequency peaks in the power spectrum measured c
to separation and near reattachment, respectively. They
tributed the low-frequency signature to the flapping of t
shear layer associated with the growth and decay of the s
ration bubble.

Farabee and Casarella2 studied the fluctuating wall pres
sure in a forward- and backward-facing step flow. In t
latter, Farabee and Casarella2 found that close to separatio
the wall-pressure spectra showed the highest level of en
at lower frequencies; whereas, farther downstream, nea
attachment, the highest level of energy was found at hig
frequencies. Overall, the energy level increased in the do
stream direction with the peak energy occurring around re
tachment. This was a manifestation of the increase in
energy of the organized, turbulent structures as they con
downstream. A convection-velocity analysis showed that
pressure fluctuations close to separation were associated
the recirculating low-speed fluid and not the high-speed fl
il:
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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in the shear layer. However, Farabee and Casarella2 com-
mented that the convection velocity wasalwaysin the down-
stream direction, indicating that the pressure fluctuati
were not originating from the reverse flow within the rec
culation bubble.

Driver et al.,3 in their backward-facing-step study, no
ticed abnormal contraction and elongation of the separa
bubble due to the shortening and lengthening of the reatt
ment length. This was labeled as the flapping motion of
shear layer with amplitude estimated to be 20% of the sh
layer width. They used surface pressure measurements a
with velocity measurements to show that there was a defi
low frequency disturbance associated with the shear la
flapping, but that it contributed very little energy to the ove
all pressure fluctuations.

The two-paper sequence by Kiya and Sasaki4,5 provided
an elaborate study of the wall pressure and its relation to
flow field in the reattachment zone over a splitter plate w
a blunt leading edge. They found that at reattachment,
low-frequency pressure signature associated with shear l
flapping was predominantly out of phase with the signat
near the separation point. Moreover, they reasoned that
frequency positive pressure fluctuations at reattachment
responded to inward movement of the shear layer w
negative pressure fluctuations were the result of outw
shear-layer movement. Kiya and Sasaki5 also demonstrated
that valleys in the wall-pressure signal at reattachment w
associated with a clockwise-rotating vortex that was loca
above the reattachment point. On the other hand, peaks in
signal were found beneath an ‘‘inrush’’ of high-energy irr
tational fluid that was moving towards the wall. This inru
was located on the downstream side of the vortex struct
associated with the negative pressure events.

Heenan and Morrison6 investigated wall-pressure fluc
tuations behind a rearward-facing step and passive contr
these fluctuations using a permeable reattachment sur
Heenan and Morrison6 found an upstream convection velo
ity close to separation using cross-correlation and pha
angle analysis. They identified negative phase angles~with
respect to a microphone signal measured immediately be
the step! at low frequencies and at locations from separat
up to 0.4xr in the impermeable case. This is the only stu
found to date that describes an upstream convection velo

Lee and Sung7 used a 32-microphone array downstrea
of a backward-facing step to measure wall-pressure fluc

FIG. 1. Splitter-plate-with-fence geometry and ideal two-dimensional fl
field: step height (hf)57.9 mm and total fence height (2H)535 mm.
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tions in the streamwise and spanwise directions. Gener
speaking, these investigators observed the same phenom
in their experiment as experienced by earlier investigator
backward-facing-step studies. Notably, Lee and Sung7 found
no evidence of an upstream convection velocity at low f
quencies. Although in their convection velocity versus fr
quency plot, there were many singularities at low freque
cies, which was not the case at higher frequencies.

The characteristics described thus far pertain to surf
pressure measurement studies. A wealth of information
also been accumulated by authors that used different m
surement techniques within similar types of flow geometri
In these separating/reattaching flow studies the measu
techniques used included hot-wire and pulsed-wire anem
etry, skin-friction measurements, and particle image velo
metry. Of those, Castro and Haque,8 Eaton and Johnston,9

and Spazziniet al.10 are a few of the authors who also ob
served very large-scale, low-frequency motion close to se
ration and smaller-scale, higher-frequency motion close
reattachment. In all studies, the low-frequency signature
attributed to the flapping of the shear layer. On the ot
hand, Ruderich and Fernholz11 and Chandrsuda an
Bradshaw12 are two of the handful of studies that found n
evidence of such flapping.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The present experiment was completed in the op
circuit, Subsonic Basic Research~Wind! Tunnel ~SBRT! at
NASA Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia. T
wind tunnel has a 6:1 contraction upstream of a 0.57 m w
by 0.82 m high by 1.85 m long test section. For this stu
the flow speed (U`) used was 15 m/s, resulting in a Re
nolds number of 7900, based on the step height of the mo
(hf , see Fig. 1!. The corresponding free-stream turbulen
intensity was less than 4%, which is higher than the fract
of a percent typically found in research facilities. Saath
and Melbourne13 showed that increasing free-stream turb
lence levels resulted in a decrease in the mean reattach
length (xr) and an increase of the wall-pressure fluctuatio
However, as will be seen in the Results and Discussion s
tion, the overall characteristics of the mean and fluctuat
wall-pressure field from the current study agrees quite w
with the studies of Castro and Haque8 and Cherryet al.,1

amongst others~e.g., see Figs. 3, 4, and 7 and related disc
sion!. The free-stream turbulence intensity for both of the
studies was on the order of 0.25% and 0.07%, respectiv

The design of the model, which was constructed out
aluminum, was symmetric with respect to top and botto
~Fig. 1!. The total length of the model was 160hf or 73H
(2H being the total fence height! and its width was 44hf or
10H. Endplates were placed on the sides of the splitter p
to improve the two dimensionality of the mean flow, accor
ing to Castro and Haque,8 resulting in a model aspect ratio o
36. The blockage ratio, as defined by Smits14 who found that
the reattachment distance decreased with increasing bloc
ratio, was around 2%. This resulted in a reattachment len
of approximately 0.2 m (25.6hf), which ensured that the
reattachment point would be contained within the extent
e or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 2. Schematic detailing instrument plate layout and position of noise cancellation microphones.
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the microphone array. The splitter plate was outfitted with
microphones and 80 static pressure taps. The configura
and numbering of the microphones and the static pres
taps are shown in Fig. 2.

The microphone array consisted of Panasonic~WM-
60A! omnidirectional back electret condenser micropho
cartridges with a bandwidth of 20–20 000 Hz. The micr
phones, each with a sensing diameter of 2 mm, were flu
mounted and were used to record the fluctuating pres
on the surface of the plate. The center row consisted o
microphones spaced 1.2hf apart center to center in th
streamwise direction, starting at 0.6hf downstream of the
fence. The current paper is focused on the analysis of th
centerline microphones only.

Each microphone was calibrated against a 0.25 in. B
microphone up to 5 kHz. From the calibration, the sensitiv
range of the microphones was determined to be 15 to 1
mV/Pa. The calibration results were also used to ch
matching of the phase characteristics of the microphones
to determine the microphone time delay. It was found tha
typical microphone time delay~'10 ms! was more than an
order of magnitude~'50 times! smaller than the averag
convection time between successive microphones~635 ms!.

The outputs of the microphones were acquired using
tional Instruments A/D boards with maximum sampling ra
of 19 531 Hz per channel. The corresponding time delay w
0.8 ms between successive channels, resulting in a 22.4ms
time delay between the most upstream and most downstr
loaded 15 Feb 2011 to 146.165.204.11. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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microphones on the centerline. This delay, however, w
about two orders of magnitude smaller than the period of
highest important frequency in the flow~most of the energy
in the pressure fluctuations was contained in frequencies
than 200 Hz!. Data for the experiment were sampled at
kHz for 15 seconds~about 1000xr /U`), with the cutoff fre-
quency of the antialiasing filters set at 5 kHz.

Generally speaking, microphone measurements are
ceptible to contamination due to noise produced by the w
tunnel fan and disturbances caused by diffuser unsteadin
In the current experiment, this was not a problem for mos
the microphones since the pressure fluctuations produce
the separating/reattaching flow were significantly stron
than those associated with the background noise. Howe
to minimize tunnel-noise influences, the noise compone
associated with planar wave propagation through the tun
were removed using the optimal-filtering approach fro
Naguibet al.15 The filtering technique was implemented wi
the aid of noise cancellation microphones, which we
mounted outside the separating/reattaching flow region bu
the same general streamwise location as the measure
microphones, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Finally, the splitter plate was also instrumented with
static pressure taps on the top and bottom for a total of
taps. Static pressure measurements were primarily use
align the model in the tunnel and estimate the mean reatt
ment length. The location of the taps, which mirrored ea
other on top and bottom, is depicted in Fig. 2. The sta
e or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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pressure taps were coupled to a 48-port Scanivalve that
connected to a Setra 239 series pressure transducer.
transducer measured differential pressure in the range
0–25.4 mm H2O, outputting a corresponding 0–5 V signa

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mean-pressure distribution and reattachment length

The mean reattachment length (xr) is an important pa-
rameter for the present flow geometry and, as shown by
derich and Fernholz,11 appears to be the appropriate leng
scale for this flow field. Therefore, before analyzing the d
the reattachment length was estimated for the purpos
normalizing the results. This was done utilizing the press
coefficient (Cp* ) used by Ruderich and Fernholz11 in their
presentation of mean pressure results. The form ofCp* was
first proposed by Roshko and Lau.16 As Ruderich and
Fernholz11 explain, the mean pressure distribution data fro
different long-separation-bubble studies collapse well if pl
ted in the form Cp* versus x/xr , where Cp* 5(Cp

2Cp,min)/(12Cp,min). Cp is defined as (ps2pr)/(
1
2rU`

2 ); ps

is the time-mean surface pressure along the model,pr is a
reference pressure, measured at the exit of the contrac
Cp,min is the minimumCp in the mean pressure distribution
andr is the fluid density. Figure 3 includesCp* distribution
from six earlier investigations as a function of the distan
along the splitter plate normalized by the reattachm
length. All six studies, except Cherryet al.,1 used a splitter-
plate-with-fence configuration. Cherryet al.1 investigated a
blunt-face splitter plate, with the thickness of the plate d
noted byD.

Although these studies were conducted at different R
nolds numbers and had various blockage ratios, resulting

FIG. 3. Cp* distribution compared with six different studies.
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difference in the reattachment lengths, the pressure distr
tion for all experiments correlate well when plotted usingCp*
versusx/xr , even in the case of the blunt-face-splitter-pla
geometry. Thus, a universal pressure coefficient (Cp* ) value
may be found at the mean reattachment location (x/xr51).
This value was determined to be approximatelyCp* 50.35.
By applying thisCp* value to the present data, the reattac
ment distance could be determined within65% uncertainty,
based on the band of data scatter in Fig. 3. Therefore,
reattachment distance was determined to be roughly 205
or 25.6hf . Static pressure tap and microphone #21 are
ports closest to this reattachment value and thus their co
spondingx location was used in the normalization of th
present data throughout the study. The currentCp* (x/xr) dis-
tribution obtained using this location as the reattachm
length is included in Fig. 3. It is evident that with this dete
mination ofxr , the current results agree quite well with th
earlier investigations over the entire measurement range

Fluctuating pressure distribution

The root-mean-square~RMS! coefficient of the pressure

fluctuation (Cp85prms8 / 1
2rU`

2 , where p8 is the fluctuating
pressure! is shown in Fig. 4 for the present study and that
Cherry et al.1 Comparison with Cherryet al.1 is done here
because it is the only detailed study found with more th
one-point unsteady surface pressure measurements
separating/reattaching flow geometry similar in nature to
present experiment~i.e., one where the boundary layer thic
ness at separation is much smaller than the step heig!.
Cherryet al.1 conducted two-point measurements at differe
spacing on a thick splitter plate. Kiya and Sasaki4 also stud-
ied the flow state over a blunt-face splitter plate using ext
sive single- and two-point surface-pressure and velo
measurements. However, they displayed most of their dat
velocity and velocity-pressure correlation plots. It shou
also be noted that although the study of Lee and Sung7 did
utilize a 32-microphone array, their flow geometry was
backward facing step and not a splitter plate, with or witho
a fence. Overall, no study could be found that had the sa
specific flow geometry and more than one-point micropho
measurements as used in this experiment.

FIG. 4. Streamwise distribution of the coefficient of RMS pressu
fluctuations.
e or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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The RMS data in Fig. 4 exhibit some scatter around
trend line, which is believed to be associated with the unc
tainty of the microphone calibration procedure used to de
mine the sensitivity of the microphones. This uncertain
was found to be approximately 7%. Although, there is qu
tatively good agreement between the two data sets in Fig
there are some quantitative differences. In particular, the
rent Cp8 values are generally larger than those from Che
et al.1 ~except very close to the separation point, where b
sets agree!. The difference between the two sets of resu
which is largest in the vicinity of the peak in theCp8 values,
could be due to the difference in the model geometries
lected for each study, or the higher free-stream turbule
intensity of the current study. It is important to note, ho
ever, that for both studies, the peak inCp8 appears to be
located slightly upstream of the mean location of the re
tachment point.

Autocorrelation

To identify the dominant time scales in the wall-pressu
time records, an autocorrelation analysis was conducted.
gray-scale contour map in Fig. 5 shows the autocorrela
coefficient (Rp8p8) for all 28 centerline microphones. Th
gray-scale bar indicates the values of the autocorrelation
efficient, which was obtained by normalizing the correlati
function by the square of the RMS of the signal.

In the region immediately behind the fence, the autoc
relation function extent is wide and changes very little up
a distance of about 0.2– 0.25xr ((x2xr)/xr520.80 to
20.75! behind the fence. Farther downstream, this wid
narrows significantly over a relatively short distan
@roughly from 0.25xr to 0.5xr ; (x2xr)/xr520.75 to
20.50# as demonstrated by the focusing of theRp8p8 con-
tours towardstU`/2H50 line. Beyond this region, the con
tour lines remain approximately parallel to the constant
lines showing very little change inRp8p8 with additional in-
crease inx. The region betweenx/xr50.25 to 0.5 roughly
delineates the start and end locations of the change in

FIG. 5. Contour map of the autocorrelation coefficient for all 28 mic
phones along the centerline of the model.
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time scales of the flow structures dominatingRp8p8 . This
region is referred to as thechangeoverregion.

The dominance of large-time-scale~low-frequency! dis-
turbances directly behind the fence has been identified
number of studies. These include Castro and Haque,8 Cherry
et al.,1 Driver et al.,3 Eaton and Johnston,9 Farabee and
Casarella,2 and Lee and Sung.7 Some of these studies hav
attributed these disturbances to the flapping of the shear l
as discussed in the introduction. This flapping motion p
duces weak pressure fluctuations as depicted in Fig. 4 for
rangex,0.25xr .

Farther downstream, the organized shear-layer struct
grow in strength and move closer to the wall. This apparen
is responsible for the increase in the RMS pressure fluc
tion with downstream distance~Fig. 4!. Moreover, these
structures impose a shorter time scale than that encount
close to the fence on the autocorrelation function. Thus,
increasing influence of these structures on the wall pres
appears to be responsible for the observed change in theCp8
and Rp8p8 character within the changeover region. Past t
region, in the vicinity of the reattachment location and fa
ther downstream, the energy of the shear layer organ
structures appears to saturate~as suggested by the RMS plo
in Fig. 4!. This is possibly why no substantial change
Rp8p8 is detected past the changeover zone.

Power spectra

The power spectrum at every third microphone along
centerline is shown in Fig. 6. Except for the spectrum at
most upstream location, each spectrum plot is shifted al
the ordinate by an integer number of decades in orde
display the plots without clutter. Close to separation,
peak in the power spectrum is seen to be roughly aro
f (2H)/U`50.02– 0.03(f xr /U`50.12– 0.18), which is ap-
proximately the same value reported by Cherryet al.1 In the
case of the backward-facing step, Lee and Sung7 also found
a similar peak frequency value close to separation

FIG. 6. Power spectra for selected microphones covering the measure
range—streamwise direction is from top to bottom.
e or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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f H/U`50.015 ~H5the height of the step!, which when
scaled byxr instead gives a value off xr /U`50.11. This is
comparable to the values given by Spazziniet al.,10

f xr /U`50.08, and Heenan and Morrison,6 f xr /U`50.1.
Cherry et al.1 along with Heenan and Morrison,6 Driver
et al.,3 and Lee and Sung,7 have associated this low
frequency peak with the flapping of the shear layer. Fara
and Casarella2 also indicated that the wall pressure fluctu
tions close to separation were caused by the unsteadine
the low-speed recirculating flow, rather than the highly t
bulent structures in the shear layer.

FIG. 7. Cross-correlation results at five different locations compared to
from Cherryet al. ~Ref. 1!.
loaded 15 Feb 2011 to 146.165.204.11. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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Farther downstream, the energy in the spectrum is
cated at higher frequencies in the rangef (2H)/U`

50.1– 0.15(f xr /U`50.6– 0.9), which is in agreement wit
the findings of Cherryet al.,1 where the frequency is norma
ized using the thickness of the splitter plate in their case.
and Sung7 stated that the power spectrum reaches a m
mum at f H/U`50.068, or f xr /U`50.5. Spazziniet al.10

found the spectral peak atf xr /U`51.0 along with Heenan
and Morrison.6 Driver et al.3 recorded a peak atf xr /U`

50.6 close to reattachment. This higher frequency peak
been attributed to the vortical structures within the sh
layer.

Cross-correlation and phase angle analysis

Prior to presenting results for all 28 microphones, t
consistency of the current measurements with data from
literature was examined. To this end, the cross-correla
coefficient obtained from five different microphone
correlated with the microphone closest to reattachm
was calculated using the equation: Rp

18p
28

5p18(xr ,t)p28(x,t2t)/p1,rms8 p2,rms8 ; where the overbar de
notes time averaging. The outcome is compared to sim
results from Cherryet al.1 in Fig. 7 for thex locations listed
in Table I. Note that the results obtained for the micropho
at x/xr51 represent the autocorrelation function. The curr
data compare well with the data from Cherryet al.,1 who
characterize the data as a manifestation of ‘‘clear convec
motion in the mainstream direction.’’ The convective motio
is implied from the shift in the location of the correlatio
peak for microphones located at differentx positions. A more
detailed picture of the spatial structure of the cross corre
tion may be obtained by making use of all microphones.

Figure 8 shows a gray-scale contour map of the cro
correlation coefficient of the signals from all microphon
with that from the microphone closest to reattachment. In
cross-correlation contour map, there are three distinct
tures. One feature is a set of positive contour lines that
centered around the origin of the plot. These contour lin
have the shape of a ridge or lobe that is inclined at a nega
angle. The locus of the peaks along the lobe~shown in the
figure using a broken line! represents the time delay~sayt* !
at which the cross correlation is a maximum for differenx
locations. Clearly, the peak correlation at a location dow
stream ofxr , say x* , is found by delaying the signal re
corded at the downstream location~corresponding to a nega
tive t! with respect to that measured atxr . This delay
represents theaveragetime for flow structures to travel from
xr to x* and generate a similar~correlated! wall pressure

ta

TABLE I. Microphone positions used in cross-correlation analyses.

Present study—x/xr Cherryet al.—x/xr

1 0.54 0.55
2 0.65 0.70
3 0.95 0.95
4 1.0 1.0
5 1.3 1.4
e or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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signature. Thus, by calculating the slope of the peak-lo
line, or (dt* /dx)21, one may estimate theaverageconvec-
tion speed (Uc) of the dominant flow structures. Note that,
discussed above, convection velocities in the downstream
rection are associated with negatively inclined lobes.

The other two distinct features are the two negativ
inclined lobes that represent negative cross-correlation p
locations. These negative peaks give the time delay to
highest negative correlation. Thus, the slope of the locu
the main positive~or negative! peaks could be used in est
matingUc . This slope was found by approximating the pe
locus of the positive lobe with a straight-line fit, givingUc

50.57U` . Heenan and Morrison6 reported convective ve
locities ranging between 0.5U` and 0.6U` depending on the
position along the model. Lee and Sung7 stated that convec
tive velocities at high frequencies converged to a value

FIG. 8. Cross-correlation-coefficient color contour map for all 28 center
microphones~reference microphone closest to reattachment!.
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0.6U` in their backward-facing-step study, while Cher
et al.1 determined the convective velocity to be 0.5U` . Gen-
erally, Uc values were cited to range from 0.5 to 0.6 of t
free-stream velocity in the literature, depending on mo
geometry, location of measurement, and measuring te
nique.

The cross-correlation results yield an average convec
velocity associated with various time scales. In order to
termine the convection velocities associated with individ
time scales~frequencies!, the streamwise development of th
phase angle~u! was examined for various frequencies.u at a
given frequency andx location is computed from the cros
spectrum between the microphone at thatx location and a
reference microphone~closest to the fence in the current r
sults!.

Figure 9 displays a plot of the phase angle as function
(x2xr)/xr for three different frequencies. The frequenci
were selected such that the same amount of energy was
tured on either side of the high frequency peak (f (2H)/U`

'0.12), which was determined from the power spectru
Therefore, the three frequencies used in the phase plot w
f (2H)/U`50.05, 0.12, and 0.30, which mark the beginnin
middle, and end of the region of frequencies containing m
of the energy in the spectra forx greater than approximatel
0.25xr . Also note that data in Fig. 9 are plotted starting fro
x'0.25xr , which as indicated earlier is believed to be t
location at which the signature of the shear layer vortic
starts to get stronger with downstream distance and domi
the wall-pressure fluctuations.

In Fig. 9, the phase data reveal a steady, linear-like
crease of the phase angle in the downstream direction.
slopes of these lines differ, depending on the frequency.
convective velocity can be calculated fromUc

52p f xr /(Du/Dx); whereDu/Dx is the slope of the phas
plot ~obtained from a least-squares line fit!. The resulting
convection velocities for the different frequencies are giv
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FIG. 9. Streamwise development of the phase angle
three different frequencies@reference microphone a
(x2xr)/xr520.98].
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in Table II, where it is found that low frequency disturbanc
travel at a lower speed than higher frequency ones.

In the cross-correlation results in Fig. 8, no positive
inclined lobes are depicted, and hence there is no evidenc
negative ~upstream! convection velocity as reported b
Heenan and Morrison.6 Lee and Sung7 also found no evi-
dence of this phenomenon in their study. However, since
results of Heenan and Morrison6 show negativeUc values at
x locations that are close to the step, it was decided to
plore the convective characteristics of the surface pressu
locations closer to the fence. To this end, the cro
correlation function for all 28 microphones relative to micr
phone #5~which is located atx/xr'0.25) was calculated
and plotted in Fig. 10.

From the contour plot, an inclined positive lobe is fou
on either side of the high correlation coefficient peak at m
crophone #5. These two lobes have opposite signed sl
with respect to each other. This provides evidence that th
are two convection velocities: one upstream and one do
stream as suggested earlier by Heenan and Morrison.6 Addi-
tionally, the evidence of the downstream-traveling dist
bances in Fig. 10 shows that these disturbances
detectable as early as microphone #5, orx'0.25xr . There-
fore, it is reasoned that the flow structures seen to domin
the measurements closer to reattachment are first notice
in the surface pressure measurements around the 0.25xr dis-
tance, as hypothesized earlier based on the RMS and a
correlation results.

On the other hand, the footprint of the upstrea
propagating disturbances in Fig. 10~the positive-inclined

TABLE II. Downstream convective velocities for various frequencies.

f (2H)/U` Uc /U`

0.05 0.33
0.12 0.44
0.30 0.64

FIG. 10. Cross-correlation-coefficient contour plot for all 28 microphon
@reference microphone at (x2xr)/xr520.74].
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lobe! seems to extend tox/xr of approximately 0.5 before
fading away. The upstream convection velocity associa
with this lobe was determined to be 21% ofU` . This is
similar to the value determined by Heenan and Morriso6

Their value was about 20% ofU` . The downstream convec
tion velocity was also calculated using the results in Fig.
to be 47% ofU` . This value is lower than the 57%U`

calculated earlier from the cross-correlation map with
reference microphone located closest to reattachment~Fig.
8!. This suggests that the convection velocity magnitude
creases with downstream distance. Heenan and Morris6

also noticed this trend in their impermeable backward-fac
step. Upstream near the fence, they observed a 0.5U` con-
vection velocity that increased to 0.6U` close to reattach-
ment and continued to rise farther downstream.

Because the above results depict upstream-trave
wall-pressure fluctuations in the region near the fence, wh
f (2H)/U`'0.02 is the dominant frequency, it was decid
to explore the phase characteristics relative to microphone
at this frequency value. The results are given in Fig.
Consistent with the cross-correlation observations, the ph
data exhibit a negative slope in a region extending appro
mately tox50.5xr , indicating an upstream convection ve
locity in this region. The specificUc value was calculated
from the slope of a linear fit to the data to be20.31U` ,
which is larger than the value calculated from the cro
correlation results. A possible explanation for this discre
ancy will be discussed below.

Farther downstream, a switch to positively incline
phase characteristics indicates a downstream convection
locity. This does not necessarily indicate the confinemen
the upstream-propagating disturbances to the zonex
,0.5xr . In particular, the phase results associated with ba
ward propagation of disturbances at locations downstream
0.5xr may be masked by those associated with more e
getic downstream motion at the same frequency. This is
important issue that will be addressed further in the n
section.

The most surprising result in Fig. 11 is the phase an
s

FIG. 11. Phase angle plot forf (2H)/U`'0.02.
e or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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jump of aboutp at the point where the phase versusx be-
havior switches from a negative to positive sloped line. It
emphasized here that this jump is not the result of a ph
unwrapping problem. In particular, the phase determina
algorithm used here enables angle calculation in the ra
2p,u<p; i.e., the phase angle is ambiguous within integ
multiples of 2p rather thanp. If one does make22p cor-
rection to the results in Fig. 11, the phase jump will chan
from positive to negative but will not disappear.

The observed phase step change ofp is reminiscent of
that associated with a standing-wave-like disturbance. In
estingly, Kiya and Sasaki5 suggested that the low-frequenc
wall-pressure unsteadiness associated with the shear-
flapping might be approximated by a standing wave with
node near the middle of the reattachment zone. Kiya
Sasaki5 were able to rationalize the standing-wave charac
of the low-frequency wall-pressure fluctuations by consid
ing the stretching and compression, in thex direction, of the
mean-pressure distribution~see Fig. 3! in response to the
shear-layer flapping. For locations upstream of the br
negative peak located aroundx/xr50.5, the pressure would
increase with stretching of the profile, while for locatio
downstream of the peak, the pressure would decrease. T
one would expect fluctuations in the wall-pressure upstre
of x50.5xr to be out of phase from those farther dow
stream, and hence the standing-wave character. The p
jump of p in the current results provides convincing ev
dence of the standing-wave character of the wall-press
fluctuations associated with shear-layer flapping.

From qualitative inspection of time series, Cherryet al.1

also noticed an antiphase relation between the low-freque
wall-pressure signal measured at reattachment and that
sured atx/xr50.27. Moreover, they found a negative corr
lation coefficient of20.15 between the wall-pressure me
surements at the two locations. Lee and Sung7 associated the
flapping frequency with a stationary (kx50; wherekx is the
streamwise wave number! spatial mode. It is hypothesize
here that Lee and Sung’s7,17 kx50 mode represents the in
stantaneous streamwise average of the standing wave~which
has a nonzero streamwise wave number!, and hence they are
both a manifestation of the shear-layer flapping.

Finally, it is recalled here that the phase results at
flapping frequency also depict upstream/downstream tra
ing disturbances~Fig. 11!. Whereas a reasonable physic
argument could be made for the association of the sh
layer flapping with the standing-wave component of t
phase plot, no such association is readily obvious for
propagating modes. However, it is believed that the coex
ence of the stationary and propagating modes is respon
for the overestimation of the magnitude of the upstream c
vection velocity from the phase results, in comparison to t
obtained from the cross-correlation results. More specifica
the convection speed of a standing wave is infinite~as would
be determined from the slope of the phase line of suc
wave!. Since the observed phase results are affected by
standing and propagating disturbances, the estimated con
tion velocity would be a weighted average of both, whi
would tend to overestimate the magnitude of the convec
speed of the propagating mode. In the following, the nat
loaded 15 Feb 2011 to 146.165.204.11. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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of the propagating modes at the flapping frequency is
plored further using a frequency-wave-number spectr
analysis.

Frequency-wave-number spectrum

The frequency-wave-number (f 2kx) spectrum is ob-
tained from the two-dimensional Fourier transformation
the autocorrelation of the space–time wall-pressure sig
(p8(x,t)). As a result, this spectrum decomposes the ene
content of the wall-pressure field into contributions at diffe
ent frequency and wave-number combinations. Figure
shows a gray-scale contour plot of the frequency-wa
number spectrum with the gray-scale bar indicating the m
nitude of the spectrum on a logarithmic scale. Depicted
the plot is a concentration of energy in a ridge of peak sp
trum values inclined at an angle and located in the right h
plane, orkx.0. The peak locus of this ridge is practical
linear and approximately, but not exactly, passes through
origin of the plot. Since the convection speed at a givenf and
kx point is the slope of a straight line drawn from the orig
of the f 2kx spectrum to the point, the ridge represen
downstream~positive! traveling disturbances.

The small offset between the origin and the intercept
the peak locus with thekx axis results in frequency~wave
number! dependent convection velocities for different poin
along the ridge. These convection velocities were calcula
by determining the equation of a least-squares line fit to
ridge ~seen in Fig. 12! and dividing through the frequency t
obtain the convection velocity as a function of frequen
Figure 13 shows a plot of the results compared to the d
based on the phase angle plot~Fig. 9 and Table II! for com-
parison purposes. The convection velocities from the ph
angle plot follow thef 2kx spectrum results curve within
65–10%. The difference may be the result of the fact that
a given frequency, thef 2kx spectrum results filter out an
contributions from wave numbers that are not part of
convective ridge. The phase data, on the other hand, are
evitably contaminated by wave numbers that may not be
of the convective motion.

FIG. 12. Frequency-wave-number spectrum for all 28 microphones
e or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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On the other hand, at negative wave numbers, an
lated peak~shown by an arrow in Fig. 12! in the f 2kx spec-
trum is visible in the lower frequency range atf (2H)/U`

'0.02 andkx(2H)'0.11, indicating an upstream conve
tion velocity of Uc'0.21U` as found in the cross
correlation results earlier. Lee and Sung7 also computed a
frequency-wave-number spectrum similar to the one in F
12. Their results show a ridge associated with a downstre
convection velocity as well as a stationary mode along
kx50 axis, but they did not observe an upstream convec
velocity as previously mentioned. It is believed that Lee a
Sung7 could not find a negative convection speed beca
their upstream most measurement location extended dow
only x/xr'0.27. Similarly, the measurements of Farabee a
Casarella,2 who also reported no upstream convection vel
ity, were limited tox/xr.0.25. As seen in the current stud
the strongest manifestation of the upstream propagating
turbances is in the regionx/xr,0.25.

Unlike the phase results in Fig. 11, where all distu
bances atf (2H)/U`'0.02 influence the estimated phase
that frequency, thef 2kx spectrum analysis can be used
separate contributions by the upstream traveling disturba
from those traveling downstream. It was decided to capi
ize on this property to investigate further whether the u
stream traveling disturbances associated with the local p
at f (2H)/U`'0.02 andkx(2H)'0.11 are also found down
stream ofx/xr'0.5 ~or phase jump point in Fig. 11!. There-
fore, the f 2kx spectrum was calculated from the first 1
microphones~covering 0.02,x/xr,0.72) and contrasted
with that obtained from the last 16 microphones~spanning
0.58,x/xr,1.3). Figure 14 depicts the frequency-wav
number spectrum for the first 16 microphones located clo
to separation. The results indicate that within the first
microphones there is evidence of both an upstream
downstream convection velocity, as expected.

In Fig. 15, the f 2kx spectrum for the last 16 micro
phones~containing the reattachment area! is shown. In this
spectrum, only the inclined ridge at positive wave numb
appears. The localized peak at the negative wave numb

FIG. 13. Normalized convection velocity as a function of normalized f
quency.
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0.11/(2H) is not visible. This provides compelling evidenc
that the most energetic upstream traveling disturbance
f (2H)/U`'0.02 are confined in the rangex,0.5xr , as sug-
gested by Fig. 11, but only properly verified here. It shou
be noted, however, that broadband relatively weak spect
values are observed in the negativekx plane in all f 2kx

spectrum results. These are believed to be associated
background turbulence/flow-disturbances propagating fr
the reattachment point towards the fence.

FURTHER DISCUSSION

The above discussion suggests that the traveling w
pressure disturbances atf (2H)/U`'0.02 originate from a
point around the middle of the recirculation zone and pro
gate in both the upstream and downstream directions. T
is, those fluctuationsdo not represent disturbances that a
carried by the reversed flow near the wall from the reatta
ment point towards the fence, or step. The notion of u
stream and downstream traveling disturbances origina

-
FIG. 14. Frequency-wave-number spectrum for the first 16 micropho
located closest to the fence.

FIG. 15. Frequency-wave-number spectrum of the last 16 micropho
along the center line containing the reattachment region.
e or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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from a common source location alludes to the existence o
absolutely unstable flow region in the middle of the recirc
lation zone @see the classic paper by Huerre a
Monkewitz18 ~1990! for detailed account of local and globa
instability concepts#.

Recently, Weeet al.19 used a composite hyperbolic
tangent function to model the mean velocity profile dow
stream of a sudden expansion in a channel flow. They c
ducted a local stability analysis of the model velocity profi
and found that for a sufficiently large reverse flow comp
nent within the reattachment region, the model flow beca
absolutely unstable. Furthermore, they were able to sh
that the largest temporal growth rate of the absolute insta
ity was located near the middle of the recirculation zo
These findings are consistent with the current observatio
a disturbance source near the middle of the recircula
zone that produces upstream and downstream traveling
turbances atf (2H)/U`'0.02. This frequency, however, i
almost seven times smaller than the predicted frequenc
the most amplified mode by Weeet al.,19 when both frequen-
cies are normalized based on the step~fence! height. In fact
Wee et al.19 associates the absolute instability with vort
shedding from the separation bubble, whereas the lower
quency of f (2H)/U`'0.02 is that commonly associate
with shear-layer flapping.

Convincing evidence that possible instability associa
with the back flow in the separation bubble would relate
the lower-frequency shear-layer flapping rather than the v
tex shedding from the reattachment zone may be found in
study of Heenan and Morrison.6,20 These authors utilized a
porous reattachment surface to practically eliminate the b
flow within the separation bubble. The weakening of t
back flow was associated with the elimination of the lo
frequency wall-pressure peak associated with the shear-l
flapping. On the other hand, Heenan and Morrison6 found the
dominant high-frequency peak in the wall pressure spect
near reattachment to remain unchanged in frequency bu
perienced a small attenuation in energy. Since this freque
is the one associated with the passage of the shear
vortices, Heenan and Morrison’s6 results seem to conclu
sively demonstrate that the weakening or elimination of
back flow in the recirculation zone stabilizes the shear-la
flapping while not affecting the shear-layer vortex shedd
substantially.

The source of the discrepancy in the frequency va
predicted by Weeet al.19 and that associated with shear-lay
flapping is not clear, although limitations of parallel flo
assumption in the instability calculation may affect the p
diction of the frequency value. Notwithstanding this limit
tion, it is believed that the analysis of Weeet al.19 is very
significant in showing that a mean-velocity profile repres
tative of the recirculation zone of separating/reattach
flows is capable of supporting absolute instability for su
ciently strong reversed flow.

Conceptually, the mean flow downstream of the fence
a backward-facing step, may be viewed to be primarily co
posed of two components: a separating shear layer an
recirculating flow. In this respect, the recirculating flow po
sesses both a forward and backward flow components
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are essential to the absolute instability of the model veloc
profile of Weeet al.19 In fact, the backward flow componen
is an entity of the recirculation bubble rather than the sh
layer itself. Hence, it is proposed here that a plausible al
nate interpretation of Weeet al.19 analysis is that it provides
evidence for the existence of an absolute instability of
recirculation bubble, independent of theshear layerand its
subsequent reattachment. The source of this instability is
cated near the middle of the recirculation zone, from wh
upstream and downstream propagating disturbances e
nate. This instability causes the flapping of the shear la
and hence it has the same frequency as that tradition
associated with the flapping motion and found practically
all wall-pressure~see Introduction! and wall-shear~e.g.,
Spazziniet al.10! measurements. Presumably, the instabi
of the shear layer itself is not totally independent of t
bubble instability. One could imagine that the flapping of t
shear layer modulates the shear layer instability process
fecting to some degree the growth and development of
shear-layer vortices on instantaneous bases. Evidence
such modulating influences has been reported by Lee
Sung,17 Heenan and Morrison,6 Kiya and Sasaki,5 and
Cherryet al.1

The proposition of an absolute instability of the recirc
lation bubble as the origin of the shear-layer flapping a
pends another hypothesis to an existing list of scenar
Eaton and Johnston9 suggested that the shear-layer unstea
ness was produced by an instantaneous imbalance in the
entrained by the shear layer from the recirculation zone
that reinjected at reattachment. Kiya and Sasaki4 proposed
that the flapping motion was caused by intermittent shedd
of very large vortical structures from the recirculatio
bubble. These structures were formed by accumulation
vorticity within the bubble to a point where a large vorte
was shed and the bubble collapsed, leading to an inw
movement of the shear layer. It may be possible that the K
and Sasaki4 proposition is in fact a physical description o
the flow pattern associated with the absolute instability p
posed here. Although, it seems doubtful that the growth
collapse of the bubble is associated with vortex shedd
since the highest concentration of pressure-fluctuation en
in the downstream convecting disturbances is found
f (2H)/U`50.1– 0.15, which is significantly higher than th
flapping frequency.

More recently, Spazziniet al.10 conjectured that the flap
ping of the shear layer was associated with a cycle of gro
and decay of thesecondary~corner! recirulation bubble. It
was found that when the bubble grew to a size comparabl
the step height, it broke down leading to a collapse of
organized flow pattern, including vortex formation in th
shear layer, and the start of a new cycle of growth/decay
the bubble. The flow events described by Spazziniet al.10

could very well be consistent with the growth and collapse
themain recirculation bubble proposed by Kiya and Sasak4

since each pertains to a different region in the flow.
Other hypotheses concerning the origin of flapping rel

to feedback of disturbances from the reattachment poin
the upstream separation point. These have been suggest
Mabey21 and Castro and Haque.8 However, the current re-
e or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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sults seem to downplay these hypotheses, by showing
the strongest feedback disturbances at the flapping frequ
originate from the center of the recirculation zone rather th
the reattachment point.

It should be mentioned here that the idea of an ab
lutely unstable recirculation bubble that produces shear-la
flapping and modulates the shear layer instability is no
odds with the mechanisms of instability of the shear la
itself proposed by Sigurdson22 and Kiyaet al.23 Sigurdson22

demonstrated that the passage frequency of the terminal
tices of the separating/reattaching shear layer over a b
cylinder, and related configurations, is related to a shedd
type instability mechanism resulting from the interaction
the vortices with their images when they approach the w
Sigurdson likened this instability to that associated with
Von Karman vortex shedding in the wake of a cylinder.

On the other hand, Kiyaet al.23 attributes the selectivity
of the shedding frequency to the existence of an acou
feedback loop, whereby the shear-layer vortices imping
on the wall at reattachment produce disturbances that tr
upstream at the speed of sound and modify the roll-up of
shear layer near the separation point. Since both point
view pertain to the shear layer itself and its interaction w
the wall, they appear to be of no contradiction to the p
posed recirculation flow instability as the source of she
layer flapping. In fact, the insensitivity of the vortex she
ding frequency to substantial weakening of the reverse fl
as found by Heenan and Morrison6 and discussed above
provides a strong evidence for the fair amount of indep
dence of the vortex shedding instability from the propos
recirculation bubble instability.

CONCLUSIONS

Overall, two distinctive regions emerged from the sp
tiotemporal analysis of the surface pressure measurem
Upstream, from the fence to 0.25xr , the surface-pressure sig
nature was dominated by large-time-scale disturbances
anupstreamconvection velocity of 0.21U` . Beyond 0.25xr ,
turbulent structures with smaller time scales and a do
stream convection velocity of 0.57U` generated most of the
pressure fluctuations. Transition between the two differ
time scales occurred in a fairly short region extending fr
0.25xr to 0.5xr .

Evidence is found for the existence of an absolute ins
bility zone, or self-sustained oscillator, near the middle of
recirculation zone. This self-sustained oscillator, which is
result of the instability of the recirculation flow within th
separation bubble, continuously drives the separation bu
into states of expansion and contraction leading to sh
layer flapping and possible modulation of its instability pr
cess. This proposition raises further questions relating
more detailed characterization of the bubble absolute in
bility and its independence of the shear layer and its reatta
ment, the physical nature of the shear-layer modulation p
cess by the bubble instability, and the influence of t
modulation on the shear layer instability characteristics
subsequent vortex formation.
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